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The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is the anatomic conduit for the body's physiologic responses to various forms of physical and mental stress. Largely for this reason, SNS relationships to the ancient Vedic philosophy of mind/body balance continue to attract attention. For example, recent studies of murine disease models have elucidated mechanisms by which stressful SNS excitations and ablations can alter the body's immune system responses to uveitis and encephalitis.(1)

Similarly, current studies of the SNS arterial innervation have revealed a new aspect of the body's response to stress; namely, the stimulated release of tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA), the body's principal fibrinolytic system enzyme, from SNS nerve endings embedded in artery walls. Previously known to exist in CNS neurons and pathways, as reviewed (2), we later observed its presence in the arterial innervation(3). Subsequently, a vast peripheral SNS axon network was shown to distribute active t-PA throughout the murine organism (4), and to abruptly release t-PA in vitro and in vivo in response to SNS stimulations (5). The importance of the t-PA presence in artery walls relates to its ability to cleave plasminogen and thereby activate plasmin, the aggressive and versatile protease that lyases fibrin clots, degrades and remodels extracellular matrices, activates cytokines and regulates cell migrations (6). In addition, both t-PA and plasmin can degrade fibrinogen, a major determinant of blood viscosity(7). Stressors have long been known to increase blood fibrinolysis and t-PA activity but the vessel wall t-PA source was not identified, or thought to be vascular endothelium (8). We therefore surmise that the acute releases of t-PA with Norepinephrine(9) into the bloodstream during stressful SNS excitations serve to prevent capillary clotting and stasis during periods of arteriolar constriction. This new link between the body's sympathetic and fibrinolytic systems now suggests that these multiple t-PA and plasmin proteolytic effects in artery walls and the blood are autonomically regulated, and play a wider role in cardiovascular responses to chronic stress than previously recognized(5).

Crucial to an understanding of this new process is the seldom studied unique anatomy of the arterial innervation. For example, its design points to a high capacity for the continuous production and storage of large amounts of the t-PA enzyme needed to fill a vast peripheral network of SNS axons. T-PA is synthesized and packaged in vesicles within the cell bodies of paravertebral SNS ganglion neurons. The active enzyme is then transported for long distances in fine (0.5-3.0μm wide) axons that extend to multiple artery walls. On leaving the heart these innervated arteries divide and subdivide into ever smaller tubes having progressively thinner walls. But here is the point: as these arteries narrow down to become arterioles the plexus of t-PA-bearing sympathetic nerve terminals embedded in the outer wall adventitia fails to diminish in proportion to the thinning wall and narrowing lumen (3,10). Consequently, the walls of small resistance arteries and arterioles that control blood pressure and capillary perfusion receive more t-PA-bearing sympathetic nerve endings per unit of surface area than larger arteries.

Further, these fine t-PA bearing axons persist down to the 1 μm thick walls of 20 μm wide precapillary arterioles (3). Because these microarteries connect to and regulate perfusion in an estimated ten billion capillaries in the adult human (11), the need for an ongoing high production of t-PA becomes evident. Indeed, in vitro studies of t-PA release from isolated arterial segments have confirmed an interesting mathematical relationship between artery size and t-PA release: i.e., arterial segment t-PA release per milligram is directly proportional to the immunostained SNS innervation density, and inversely related to the luminal endothelial surface and the vessel diameter(3).

Within the artery wall t-PA is released from bulging varicosities found in all SNS nerve terminals embedded in the adventitia(10). Sympathoadrenal stressors trigger an acute burst release of active t-PA from vesicles closely packed within these varicosities embedded in the outer artery walls (Fig 1). This exocytosis is accompanied by norepinephrine release from similar or the same vesicles.(9) In turn, these observations have raised the possibility that t-PA released from adventitial nerve terminals in thin arteriole walls may cross the wall and enter the microcirculation. Indirect evidence for such a passage in vivo includes i) an abrupt rise in rodent plasma t-PA fibrinolytic activity level following SNS stimulations; and ii) reductions of over 60% that following a systemic chemical.
sympathectomy. In addition recent unpublished data from transgenic mouse models have confirmed that biomarked t-PA confined to the SNS enters the bloodstream. Interestingly, these observations now provide a new explanation for the long historic association of stressful violent deaths with persistent post-mortem fibrinolysis and bleeding from small vessels, as well as similar autopsy observations in England during WW2 (8). Together, these findings underscore that the sympathetic t-PA release during stress is most prominent in the vast innervated microvasculature, rather than larger arteries. In mental health research the long known association of chronic and recurrent stress with premature ageing and its disorders has also been hypothesized to reflect the role of t-PA as an effector agent of artery wall damage (5).

**FIGURE:** Artery walls immunostained for t-PA show the enzyme (white fibers) within SNS axons in the outer wall adventitia. (Left) large coronary artery h section shows t-PA-bearing axons confined to adventitia of a thick wall without t-PA presence in the media. (Right) Pericardial surface shows SNS axon terminals with tiny varicosities embedded in arteriole walls. Arteriole section (arrows & inset) shows thin wall permeated by released t-PA.

We therefore conclude that, new anatomic and functional observations of the arterial innervation verify the concentration of an autonomically regulated t-PA release in the innervated microvasculature, and that the enzyme passes through arteriole walls and enters the bloodstream. These effects are additional to, and do not contest, the ongoing constitutive release of t-PA from vascular endothelium. Further studies of the SNS autonomic regulation of microvascular fibrinolysis as physiologic and pathophysiologic mechanisms are therefore recommended.
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Soul: As in the body the embodied self passes through childhood, youth and old age, so is its passage into another body; —the wise thereat are not disturbed

Gita, chapter 2, verse 13

No weapon can pierce it;
no fire can burn it;
no water can moisten it;
nor can any wind wither it

Gita, chapter 2, verse 23